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In this paper we modify the usual sieve methods to study the distribution of 
almost primes in a given set of integers. x very general theorem is obtained which 
may be used to improve many known results about the lower bounds by order for 
various problems. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let P, be an almost prime having at most Y prime factors counted with 
multiplicity. Many problems in number theory belong to searching for the 
lower bound of the number of P,‘s in some set ~2 of integers, IdI -X, cf. 
[l]. In all papers published up to date on this subject, only the P,‘s with 
no prime factor less than Xl/‘” (w > 0, fixed) are counted. This leads to such 
an order which is much smaller than the presumably correct order and 
invariable with r. The purpose of the present paper is to improve on this 
situation. We obtain a general theorem which may be used to improve a 
series of known results. Some examples will be shown in the applications. 
Terminologies and notations have their customary meanings in number 
theory and sieve methods. Assume as usual, (al <P, ,u > 0, VIE d. 
Assume further the following conditions: 
(A,) 
o(d) is multiplicative, 0 <o(p) < p, (Cf. [l, p. 28, (4.14); 2, p. 205, (A,)]) 
c 
W(P) p In p = k ln(z,/z,) + O(1) if 2<z,<z,. (AZ) 
2‘ < p =z * 
(Cf. CL P. 52, (Q,(k)), P. 142, (Q,(k, L)); 2, P. 205, (A,)l) 
3M>O for D = X”-“, P(z)= n P, (A,) pcr.pab 
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9 the set of primes, we have 
R, := c Jrdl 4a,E J/h-‘4 X(ln In X)tpl 
d<D,dlP(Z) 
withany E>O, A=ksr 
(for t, see (T) below). (Cf. [l, p. 219, (R(k, LX)); 2, p. 205, (A,)]) 
t := (r+ 1 -fi&) =Y- [p&x] 3 1, VI 
where b = B(k) (2 1, cf. [2]) denotes the greatest zero offk(S) (the “sieving 
limit” of the k-dimensional sieve, cf. [2, Sect. 4]), (5) the largest integer 
< 5, and [ 51 the largest integer < 5. 
c Id,21 6Xlnek X(ln In X)‘--I, 21 = (In X) 
llmax(3k. k + 1) 
Xl’?<p<X,l’(‘+I-rl 
(4,) 
THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM AND ITS PROOF 
THEOREM. Suppose (A,), (A,), (A3), (T), and (Ad). We have, us X+ 03, 
({P,:P,E~;~,~(P,)~X’I~)(~C(~,~,~,~)C~(O)X~~~”X(~~I~X)‘, 
where q(u) denotes the least prime factor of a, c(p, CC, k r) is a positive 
constant, and ck(w) = n,, (I- o(p)/p)( 1 - l/p)-“. 
Remark 1. The infinite product ck(w) is convergent, cf. [ 1, 
(2.611. 
Proof. By the sieve method we have 
I{P,:P,E,c4,q(P,)~X”“}I~Y(d;~,X’!’)-C*-~**, 
where 
m_QI;9’,z)=l{ U.UEd, (a, P(z))=l}(, 
P= {p: pju, aed}, 
P(z)= n p, 
P<Z,PCb 
/y*= c m,pl’, ,--- p,+,;pp I... / x1,1, G/7,< ---<p,+,<(XP,l,p I... p,))‘:lr+l-rl 
p. 145, 
(1) 
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P,(z) = Jj P> 
p < :. p E .eq 
and 
The reason is as follows. 
If a ( Ed) has a prime factor less than Xl’“, then, by the definition of 
Y(L$; 9, Xl’“), it is sieved. So we need only consider in the sequel those a’s 
with q(u) > X1’“. 
Suppose for such an a, Q(a) 2 r + 1 (52 denotes the total number of 
prime factors). We show that this a must be counted in L’* or in L’**. 
For this purpose, let a=p,..vp,+,An,p,c,,, where X”“<p,d ... < 
P r+l< ... 6 pocal, (We ignore the sign of a throughout, since, by using Ial 
instead of a, the negative a’s may be treated similarly.) All these a’s may be 
divided into two classes according to whether or not there are the same 
prime factors among its first t + 1 (by (T), 1 6 t < r - 1) prime factors: 
If there are pi, pi E {p,, . . . . p, + 1 }, pi = pi, then, by Xi’” < p1 6 . . . Q p, + 1 
and pt+l < (F‘/(p, ...pt))l’(r+‘-f) (this follows from p1 . ..p.p;Ii-‘< 
pI . . . pr+ i < p1 . . . pRcol = a < J?‘) < XPICr+ ’ - ‘), clearly this a is counted in 
Z** at least once. 
On the other hand, if the first t + 1 prime factors p,, . . . . p,+, are 
all different, then they must satisfy X1” d p, < ... < pt+l 6 
(Xfl/(p, . . . pl))ll(r+ ’ -I), hence this a is counted in Z* by the definition of 
~(41-9Q.l s?q...p,Y P,,,). 
Therefore all the u’s with q(a) > Xl’” and Q(a) > r + 1 are subtracted (at 
least once) from Y(d; 9, Xl’“) in either case. The a’s finally remaining are 
those with no prime factor less than X1’” and Q(u) <Y. Thus (1) follows. 
Remark 2. From the above definition of 9, clearly p,, . . . . pr+ I E 9. 
This we shall need later, e.g., in (9) (see below). 
Remark 3. We shall use the following abbreviations 
(P 1, . . . . Pr+l): x”“<p, < . . . < p,+, < (XP/(p, . ‘. p,))“(lf l-” 
(P 1, . . . . p,): Xi’“Qpl < .‘. <pi<(xp/(p, ‘.‘pi~l))“(r+‘~(i-l)), 
2<i<t, t>2 
(p,):Xl’“~pl<X”‘(‘+” 
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and equivalent relations: 
(P I, . . . . Pr+l~~{~Pl,‘~~,Pt~,P,~P,+,d~~~/~pl~’~P,))””+’-”}* ‘.’ 
*{(P])~Pi<Pj+~<(X~/(p,~~‘p,))““+’~”, 1 dj6t-1, 
and Pt<P1+16(~“l(P,~~~P,))““+‘~“}, 
(P 12 ...> PiJO UP,, ...? Pi&l)? PI-1 <Pi 
<(x”/(pI...pi~l))l/(r+l~(i~“‘}* . . . 
*{(PI)? Pj<Pj+l<(x”l(Pl ...pj))l’(r+lP/), l<j<&l}, 
2<i<t, t > 2. 
These relations may be easily deduced. For example, since 
(~~,...,p~+~) implies p,<~~+~~(X~/(p,...p,))““+‘~“, we have pI< 
(X~/(pl...p,))l”r+l~“. Hence p,‘+‘-(‘-‘)<X~/(p,...p,_,), i.e., pt< 
(~~l(pl~~~~t~l))“~~+‘~~~-~~~. Thus (pl,...,pI+,)~{(pl,...,p,), P,< 
1+1 G WAPl . ..P.)) W+ ’ - ‘I}. On the other hand, clearly we have “ C= .” 
kmd%re (~1, . . . . p,+l)o {(P I, ..., P,), P, < P,+1 G V~/(Pl .‘. Pt)Y’(r+l-o). 
The other relations may be proved successively in the same way. They will 
be applied in the summation procedure, e.g., cf. the proof of Lemma 2 (see 
below). 
From (1 ), we need to estimate Y(d; 9, X1”), ,Z* and C* * separately. 
First, the lower bound of Y(d; 9, Xl’“). 




- = k ln(ln z,/ln zr) + O(ln’ z,), 2<z, <z,. (2) 
z, < p < 22 
From (2) it is easy to derive [2, p. 205, (AZ)]. Therefore by [2, p. 209, (6), 
(8)] with D =X’-“, z = X1’“, hence s = In D/n z = u(o! - E), we obtain 
Y(d; 9, X1’“) 2 XV(X”“)(f(u(a - E)) + O(ln~1’3 X)} -RD. (3) 
By [l, p. 28, (4.16), p. 145, (2.5)], noting that the W-function there is 
just the V-function in [2] (and here), and that (Q,(k, L)) is implicit in 
(A*), we have 
V(X”“)= n (l-w(p)/p)=c,(o)e-kyvkln~kX(l+O(u/lnX)), 
pI P(X’/“) 
where y denotes Euler’s constant. From (Ad), u < (In X)“@ + ’ ), thus 
V(X”“) = ~~(0) e- kyuk Ink X+ O(c,(w) Ink X). (4) 
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Again from (Ad), u < (In X)i’(“), hence 
vk. O(ln- U3 X) < ln’j3 X.ln-‘/3 X+ 1. (5) 
Combining (3), (4), (5) with f(s) < 1 (cf. [2, p. 206, (4)]) and (A,), we 
obtain 
Y(d; S, Xl’“) 2 ck(w) eMkyXvk Ink Xf(u(cr - e)) 
- o(ck(w) Xlnpk X(h ln x)‘-I). (6) 
Second, the estimation of L’*. 
Set 
.p= 
c Y”(d* I... p,+,;pp I... PI’ P,+,) 
(PI.....P,+I).PI~.~PI+I<xz-L’ 
+ c 9(&p I... p,+,;pp I... p,>p,+1r= ~1+C,,, 
(PI...., PI+,).P,...P,+,~X~-E’ 
(7) 
where E’ denotes a fixed number satisfying 
E < E’ < a - p/(r + 1 - t), (8) 
while E is a very small positive number subjected to (A3), and by (T), the 
right hand side of (8) is positive. 
To estimate Zi, we apply [2, p. 209 (6), (7)] with X transformed into 
(4Pl . ..Pt+1)I(P* ...P,+~))X, D=X”-“/(p,...p,+l) (hence D>X”‘-” 
provided p,.aapt+l<Xa-E’, and ln-“3D+ln-1’3X), z=p,+,, and 
Vz) = VP,.,) = l-Ip,pp, ..p,(p,+,) (1 -4P)lP) = rIp,P(p,+,) (1 -4P)lP) 
nf=, (l-O(Pi)/Pi)F’. BY Cl, P* 145, (2.5113 IIpl~(p,+l) (l-m(P)lP)= 
ck(0)e-kyln-kp,+,(l+O(ln~‘p,+,)). 
In (AZ) let z, = p, z2 = p + o(l), we have o(p)/p Q In-’ p (cf. [ 1, p. 53, 
(3.8)]); from (A,), 0 d w(p) < p. Hence 0 < o(p)/p = O(ln’ p) < 1. 
And thus nf=, (l-o(p,)/p,)~‘<n~=, (l-O(ln-‘p,))-‘=nf=, (l+ 
O(ln-‘pi)) < (1 + O(ln’ PI))’ = 1 + O(ln-’ pl) < 1 + O(u/ln X) (since 
PI’ .‘. ‘Pl 3 Xl’“). So we have 
4Pl . ..P.+1) xc,(m) epky hpk p[+ I 
(I) PI ... Pr+ 1 
x (l+ O(ln-’ pr+ ,))(l +O(u/ln X)) 
x {F(ln(X”-“/(p, ... Pt+ ,))/ln P,+ 1) + O(ln-“3 X)1 + R 
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a dPl).‘~4P,,l) Xc,(w) ePk71nPk p,+, 
(I) Pl . ..Pr+1 
x (1 + O(o/ln X))( 1 + O(u/ln X)) 
x~~(ln(~“~“/(p,~~~p,+,))/lnp,+,)+O(ln-’~3X)}+R 
B(l+O(~/lnX))~w(p~):::~(pr+l)ln~ip,+,~~,(w)e~”i 





M=C 4Pl) .. .4Pr+1) 
-2+1 lnkp,+l Xck(o)e~kyF(ln(X”-EI(PI ~~~P,+l))lln~t+,)~ (1) p1 
R, =I Q4Pl)~.~dP,,l) 
Xc,(o) e-kyO(lnP”3 X), 
CI,Pl -7t+l Ink P,+, 
and 
= c c Ir, I... p,+,ml. 
(p,,....p,+I).p*...p,+,<x”~’ m4X~~~l(Pl~~~Pr+l),~IPp, rr(Pl+l) 
Now we give four lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. 
c W(P) -=lnek 
zGp<r.Plnkp 
z-lnPky+O(lnPkP1z), z < y. 
Proof: Set D(u)=&~<~ (w(p)/p)lnp, E(a)=lnPkP’(r, z<a<y. 
By Abel summation and (A2), 
C ~P)/(P Ink P) 
:<p<.l 
= C ((4p)lp) ln p) -WI 
z<p<.v 
= 1 ((4p)lp) ln p) E(y) - j’ D(a) Wa) 
i < p < )’ Z 
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=kln~ky-kln~kz+O(ln~k-‘z)+O(ln~k-l y) - k 1’ In CJ &Z(a) 
=kf’ E(a)dlna+O(lnkP1z) 
LEMMA 2. 
c W(Pl) . . . W(Pi) <ukln-kX+O(ln-kX), l<i<t+l. 
CPI.....PI) Pl . ..pilnk pi 
Proof For i = 1, it follows from Lemma 1 with z = X1/‘, y = Pier + ” 
(cf. Remark 3 and recall U<ln”‘k+l’X). For 26i<t.+ 1, taking z=pi-r, 
y=(p/ppl ...pi~,))l/Cr+l-(i-l)) (cf. Remark 3) in Lemma 1, we obtain 
w(Pi) c ~ 
P,~,~PI~(Xlil(p,...p,_,))~~~r+~~l~-IIl Pilnkpi 
<Ink p,-, + O(lnk-’ pip r), 2<i<t+l. 
Applying these inequalities iteratively, since pi 2 X1/” and 0 < lnl/ck+ I) x, 
we obtain (cf. Remark 3) 
c W(Pl) . . . W(Pi) 
tp ,,.... p,j P1...PiInkPi 
< 1 w(pl)“‘w(pi-l) (l+O(ln-’ piPI)) 
cp, . . ..~.,P1...P,-lln”P;-l . 3 I 
G !,,.“,, ,) p~!f~::‘l~~$,~ (1 + OWln X)1 G ... 
I I 1 
a w(pl) (1 + O(u/ln X)) 
(p,) pI Ink pl 
< (ok Ink X+ O(lnk X))( 1 + 
d vk Ink X+ O(lnk X). 
LEMMA 3. 
O(dln Xl) 
c W(P, 1 ’ ‘. 4Pi) 
(p ,.._.. p,) pl . . . Pi Ink + ‘pi 
41nk X, l<i<t+l. 
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Proof: Since pi 3 X ‘I’, by Lemma 2 and u 6 ln”‘k + ’ ) X, we have 
c W(Pl) . . . O(P,) dln’(X”‘) C O(Pl).“O(Pi) 
,p ,,.... p,,Pl -pilnk+’ P! (PI, ..1 P,) PI . . . p, In” pi 
< (o/in X)(u” Ink XS O(lnk X)) 
-GV k+* lnpkp’ X4mk X. 
LEMMA 4. If p, . . . pI < X”‘, E, denotes a fixed positive number satisfying 
2zl < c( - E - flp/(r + 1 - t) (10) 
(by (T), the right hand side of (10) is positive), then 
c dP,+,) F ln(X’p”l(pi ... pr+ 1)) 
(.~‘~~~)Pr~Pr+l~(~~/(Pl-~~P,)) licr+l-ll P,+, lnkp,+, ( lw+, > 
6f(v(cc-s))ln-kp,-~11n~kX+O(ln~k~1pr). 
cl = cl(p, cc, k, r) > 0. 
Proof: Let z-p,, ~=(X~/(p~...p~))“‘~+‘~~‘, q=ln(XapE/(pl...pl)). 
BY ~r+,Gy, P~...P~<X”’ and (lo), we have q/in p,+, 2 q/in y > 
ln(X’-“/(p, ~~.pl))/ln(X~‘(‘+‘~‘))>(ol---~,)(r+l -t)/p>/I+z, z is a 
fixed positive number. Hence by Abel summation, Lemma 1 and [2, p. 209, 
(9)], because F is decreasing while f increasing (cf. [2]), we obtain 
c 
NP,,‘) lnW-XPl . ..P.+,)) 
(X”r~)P,<P,+I~(Xr/(Pl --Pr)l I!(r+l-rl P!+, ink pt+ 1 lnp,+, 
= c O(P) ---T- F(v/ln P - 1) 
(x’~~~)z<p<.v Pin p 
=(lnPkz-ln-ky+O(ln~k- ‘z))F(q/lny-1) 
- ~“(ln~kz-ln~kw+O(ln-k~lz))dF(~/lnw-l) J-: 
=- 
i: VF(q/lnw-l)d(ln-lw)+O(ln~k~‘z) 
= -Ink wf(q/ln w)ly+ O(lnkpl z) 
=ln-kzf(~/lnz)-ln~kyf(~/lny)+O(ln-k~lz) 
d f(u(cr-E))ln-kpt-f(~+~)ln-k((XP/(pl . ..p.))‘l(‘+‘-‘)) 
+ O(lnk-’ p,) 
<f(o(a-&))lnPk pr-c,(p, ~1, k, r)lnek XS O(lnekP’ p,). 
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Set 
M= c + c “2 M, + M,. (11) 
(I),P1---P,<X~I uLP,~“pr2Xe~ 
By Lemmas 4, 2, and 3, we have (cf. Remark 3) 
Ml= 1 W(Pl) . ..MPt+.) 
(I),p,...p,<xcI p1 -.P~+~ Ink pt+] 
x Xc,(o) ezkYF lnV-EI(pl -p,+d) 
lnp,+, > 
<xc,(w) epky c W(Pl)‘..dP,) 
(PI..... P!).P, .“P!< X6’ Pl . ..Pr 
x {f(u(u - E)) lnek pt - cl lnpk X+ O(lnpkpl p,)} 
<Xck(m)epky{f(u(u-&)) ukh-kX-cl kpkX~++O(h-kX)}, (12) 
where 
c’= c O(Pl) . ..W(P.) 
(PI . . . . . P,).P,“‘P,<X~I Pl...P, . 
Let 6=min{~~/t, (p-&,(t- l)/t)/(r+ 1 -(t- 1))). Since O<w(p)/p< 1 
(by (A,)), from (2), by argument of elementary combinatorics, for t > 2, we 
obtain 
x+2 c O(Pl) . . . W(P,) 
XI/L Q p, < < PI < x6 
1 
=z ( 







Xllr<p<X* P > ( 
c - 
xllu<p<x6 P . ) 
= (k(ln 0 + In 6) + O(u/ln X))‘/t! - O(k(ln u + In 6) + O(u/ln X)) 
2 k’ In’ u/t! - O(in’- ’ u). (13) 
For t = 1, directly using (2) shows (13) is valid too. 
From (12) and (13) it follows that 
Ml <c,(m) e-“‘f(u(u-&)) Xuk lnpk x 
-c2ck(w)~h-k~h’u+o(ck(w)~ln-k~h+’u), 
c2 = c,(p, LX, k, r) = c,epkyk’/t!. (14) 
10 
Since F is 
(r+ 1 -t)/,u)< 1 







Ck(O) x c 4P, 1 MP2) 
p1 p2 Ink p2 
if t=l; 
.FI $ p, < p? < XF,’ 
Therefore by means of estimating Et, from Lemma 1 and (2) we obtain 
MZ~~k(~)Xln~kXln’-‘u. (15) 
(If ~,>(a-d)t/(t+l), then two inequalities ~,...P,+~<X”-~’ and 
Pl . ..Pr+1 >(pI...ptpt>)p”+‘)” cannot hold simultaneously, hence 
M, = 0.) 
From Lemma 2 and u 6 ln”C3k’ X, it follows that 
R, G ck(w) Xlnk X. (16) 
By (Ilk (14), (15), and (16), since u”“‘<lnX andf(u(cr-s))< 1 (cf. 
[2]), we obtain 
O(u/ln X)(M+R,)~c,(w)Xln~kX. 
To estimate R, it should be noted that, in the multiple sum 
(17) 
c c IL.. I PItIm ’ 
(PI . . . p,+I).pI”.p~+,‘~=-” m<X’-C/(Pl..~P,+II.mlPp, p,(P,+l) 
a fixed L= pI ...p I + I m may be repeatedly counted, i.e., counted for more 
than one time. This is because, among all prime factors of L, we may take 
t+l ofthemtobep,,...,p,+, while L/(p, ...P(+~) is m, and there may be 
more than one way for the suitable choice satisfying all the summation 
conditions of the multiple sum. By p1 < . . . < p,+ , and m I P,, p,(pI+ ,), 
p,+ i must be the largest prime factor of L, and L must be squarefree. 
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Hence Q(L) = v(L) (v denotes the number of distinct prime factors) <ln X 
provided L < X+“. And the number of ways to select pi, . . . . p’+ , from all 
the prime factors of L, since Rt+ i is determined for a fixed L, equals the 
number ,of ways to select pi, . . . . R,. The latter number is at most 
(y’) 4 (wy X) ) <In’ X. And thus L may be repeatedly counted for at most 
O(ln’X) times. Therefore by (A,), 
R~ln’X.R,~InrX.Xln~k~f X(lnlnX)‘~‘<Xln-kX(lnlnX)‘-l. (18) 
To estimate C,,, set 
21, = 1, + c 
‘PI ,...* Pl+ILPI~~~p,<X=~” <p I.‘. P,+, ‘PI . p,+l).pl...pI>xm” 
“2 y + c’2’. 
(19) 
In C”‘, from the summation conditions (p,, . . . . p,+r) and X”-“‘< 
PI “‘Pt+1, we have XEP”‘/(p, . ..p.)<p,+, <(XP/(p, ...p,))l”r+‘Ptr, 
hence Xape’-fi/‘rf’ -“< (p, . . . p,)‘- ‘/cr+’ -‘I, i.e., p1 . . . p, > X”‘, where 
E2 = (a-d - p/(r + 1 - t))(r + 1 - t)/(r - t) (20) 
(by (8), s2 is a fixed positive number). So we obtain 
y= c s”Cdp I... p,+,;pp I... Pi’ P,+1). (21) 
‘PI . . Pr+l).XQ<Pl -.p,<X’+‘. 
P,+I>x=-‘I’Pl--.P,l 
By the definition of the sifting function Y (or by the Buchstab identity, 
cf., e.g., [I, p. 39, (1.10) p.204, (l.l)]), we have 
‘1) 
c G c ~P("$l-.-p,+,; ~p,...p,, P,+,) 
‘p I,.... p,+j).m<p I... p,<X~-‘,p,+,~X~r~r’~.(‘~‘) 
6 c 
‘PI, . . . . p,). X’Z 6 p, ” ‘p, < A-+ 
F, 9(4,.. p,;q ,... p,,X’z-E”“f+‘)) 
say 
= cp (22) 
and 
-y= c ~(4,..-P,+,~~pI.-.p,' Pz+,) 
‘PI ,..., Pt+,l.P1 -‘P,>Xx-’ 
d c ,4”(dp ,... pi;yp I... Pi+,’ P,) 
(PI p,),p,...p,>x- 
say 
= c’,. (23) 
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We apply 12, p. 209, (6), (7)l again to estimate Cr, with X transformed 
into (w(p,)~~~w(p,)/(p, . ..p.))X, D=X"-"/(p,...p,) (hence D>X"' ~' 
provided p1 . . . R, < X”-“‘, and ln ~ 1’3 D -+ In 'I3 X), z = X(Z--E')I(r + I J, 
s=lnD/lnz>(~‘--)(t+l)/(@-s’), F(s)61 (recall F is decreasing), and 
V(z) g ck(w) Ink X (cf. the correspondent explanation for (9)). Hence we 
obtain 
1, $ ck(w) Xlnk Xx++ + R’, 
where 
and 
c++ = c 4P,) . . 4PJ 
(fl,..., P,),X’Z~P,..-p,<xy-” Pl ‘. PI 
4Pt) c p 
p2:‘s:P,<,y-’ , 
@In’-‘0.0(l) (cf. (13), (2)) < (In In X)[-‘, 
R’ = c c I~p,...P,ml 
(p L..... p,),XEZ<p,--.p,<XQ-F’ m<X~~~/(p,...p,,.m,Ppl p,(X~~-m~+ll) 
<ln’X.R, (cf. (18))<ln’X~Xln~“~‘X(lnlnX)‘-’ (by (A,)) 
$X.lnP X(ln In X)‘- I. 
Therefore 
C, <c,(o)Xln-kX(lnlnX)‘P’. (24) 
From the meaning of the sifting function (or from the Buchstab identity) 
again, we have, for t > 2, 
+ c Y(J% I... p, ,;pp I... P,-2’ P,-1) 
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where, for 2 B id t, 
Xi= c Y(dp I... p,+,m,;9p ,... P,+_(, X(r-E’)‘(‘+2-‘)) 
(PI . . . . . Pr+I-r).PI.--Pr+,-I<X~“’ 
and 
c:= C ~(~~..~p,+~-,;~pp~...p,-,‘Pt+l-i). 
(PI . . ..I Pr+lL,LPI- -p,+l~,zx=~” 
Thus 
c;a,+x;~ ... 6 c x,+x:. (25) 
i=2 
By means of estimating Ci and C,, we can obtain 
~i<Ck(W)Xln-kX(lnu)‘+l-i, 2<i<t. (26) 
As for x:=x X’P & p1 < w/l’+ II, p, > ,I- --E Y(dp, ; 9, p, ), since M - E’ > 
p/(r + 1) provided (8), there is no such p, satisfying X”-&‘<p, <XP/(~+~), 
and hence 
x:=0. (27) 
From (25), (26), and (27), it follows that 
I’, < ck(w) XKk X(ln u)‘-’ 
(If t = 1, we have C’, =0 (cf. (27)), and (28) is valid too.) 
By (19), (22), (23) (24), and (28) we obtain 
(28) 
C,, < ~~(0) Xlnmk X(ln u)‘-‘. (29) 
Finally, directly from (A4), 
c** +Xlnk X(ln In X)‘-‘. (30) 
Combining (11, (6), (7), (9), (111, (141, (151, (lb), (17), (Is), (29), and 
(30), recall u = (In X)“max(3k,k + I), In In X $ In u 4 In In X, we obtain 
I{Pr: P,Ed,q(Pr)2X”“}I 
2 c,(p, a, k, I) c,Jo) Xln-“ X(ln u)‘+ O(c,(o) Xlnek X(ln o)~-‘) 
2 c(p, a, k, r) ck(w) Xlnk X(ln In X)‘, 
and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
14 JIAHAI KAN 
Note 1. Here we aim only at the generality of the conclusion. For 
special problems, better results can be obtained by combining ideas here 
with other powerful methods in analytic number theory, cf. [3, 43. 
Note 2. For k = 1 (the linear case), one may use Iwaniec’s estimation 
for the remainders instead of (A,) to obtain better results, cf. [3,4]. 
APPLICATIONS 
Since P/(Y + 1 - t) = p/( 1 + C/$/M]) < ,u/(/?~/c() = cr/j3, (A,,) is implicit in 
the following 
This latter condition is more convenient to check and we shall apply it 
instead of (A4) in the sequel. 
For all contents below, the reader may consult [l] for details and 
compare the results there with ours. 
First we show some examples with k = 1, hence j = 2 (cf. [ 1,2] ) and 
u=ln”3X. 
(1) (Compare [ 1, p. 259, Theorem 9.71.) Let F(n) be an irreducible 
polynomial of degree g (3 1) with integral coefftcients. Let p(p) denote the 
number of solutions of the congruence F(n) = 0 mod p, and suppose that 
p(p)<p for all p. Take d= (F(n): 1 <ndx), X=x, o(p)=p(p). Then 
(A,) holds obviously while (AZ) is a consequence of Nagel’s result 
CpGW (p(p)/p)ln p=ln M’+ O,(l). By [l, (9.5.4)] and Lemma 3.4, (A3) 
holds with c( = 1. Since p(p’) < gD* (D is the discriminant of F, cf. (9.5.7)) 
by (1.3.12) with y =x, 
i.e., (A:) holds. In addition, p = g + o(l), hence for r > 2g + 1, if x > x,, = 
xt,( F), then 
I{Pr: F(n)=P,, 1 <n<x}l 
~~(l-p(p)/p)(1-l/p)~‘xln~‘x(lnlnx)’~2R. 
(2) (Compare [l, p. 261, Theorem 9.81.) Let F(n) (# kn) be an 
irreducible polynomial of degree g ( 2 1) with integer coefficients. Let p(p) 
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denote the number of solutions of the congruence R’(‘(n) = 0 mod p. Suppose 
that p(p) < p for all p and also that p(p) < p - 1 if p 1 F(0) and p 6 g + 1. 
Take d= {F(p):p<x}, X=lix, o(p)=pl(p)p/(p-1) for all p, where 
p*(p) =p(p) if p J F(O), p(p)- 1 if pIF(0). Then surely (A,) holds while 
(A*) is a consequence of the above cited Nagel’s result (note that only finite 
primes satisfy p 1 F(0)). By (9.68) Lemma 3.5, and Lemma 3.4, (A3) holds 
with ct = 4. And since 
we have 
so (A:) holds. Moreover p = g + o( l), therefore, if r 24g+ 1, x > x0 = 
x,(F), then 
Iv%:~(P)=fc~P~xm n (I-P(P)l(P-1))(1-llP)V’ 
P! F(O) 
xp~o,(~-(P(P)-l)l(P-l))(wP)~’ 
xxlnP2 x(ln In x)~ ~ %. 
Next let us see some examples with k > 1. Hence /I > 2 (cf. [2]) and 
u = ln’l(3k) x 
(3) (Compare [l, p. 282, Theorem 10.41.) Let Fl(n), . . . . F,(n) (g > 2) 
be distinct irreducible polynomials with integral coefficients, F(n) = 
ny=, F,(n), and G the degree of F. Further let p(d) denote the number of 
solutions of F(n) = 0 mod d, and suppose that p(p) < p for all p. Take & = 
(F(n): 1 < 12 <x}, X=x, o(d) = p(d). Clearly (A,) holds while (A2) follows 
from Nagel’s result (cf. (1.3.17)) ~.,,,(p(p)/p)lnp=klnx+0,(1) with 
k = g. Moreover, (10.3.4) and Lemma 3.4 imply (AX) with CI = 1. By 
p(p’) = O,(l) (cf. (9.5.7)) and (1.3.12) with y=x, we have 
c lJq4 1 
Xl/l < p < Xl” ,lir 
thus (A&) holds. In addition, p = G + o(l), so if r > [b(g) G] + 1, there is a 
positive number 6 = 6(r, F) such that, as X--P cc, 
I{n: 1 <n<x, F(n)=P,}l ~6xln-gx(lnlnx)‘-CB(g’GI. 
641/38/l-2 
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(4) (The special case of (3) with G = g, cf. [ 1, p. 284, Theorem 10.51.) 
Let g be a natural number > 1, a,, 6, (i= 1, . . . . g) be integers with np= I a, 
n iGlcSGg (a$,--a&,)#0 and n;=, (u,n+b,) having no fixed prime 
divisor. Then for r 2 [j?(g) g] + 1, there is a positive number 6 such that, 
as x + co, 
Ii fl : 1 6 n 6 x, fi (u;n + bi) = P, II k 6x lnR x(ln In ,~)r- [/j(g)gl, i= I 
where 6 depends only on r, g, the uj’s and bi’s. 
(5) (Compare Cl, p.287, Theorem 10.61.) Let Fi(n) (# +n), 
i = 1, . . . . g ( > l), be distinct irreducible polynomials with integer coef- 
ficients, F(n)= nf=, F,(n), and G the degree of F. Let p(p) denote the 
number of solutions of F(n) = 0 mod p, and suppose that p(p) < p for all 
paswellasthatp(p)<p-1 ifpJF(O).Take&={F(P):p<x),X=lix, 
4~) =P,(P)P/(P - 11, where P,(P) =P(P) if P t F(O), and P(P)- 1 if 
p ( F(0). Clearly (A, ) holds while (AZ) follows from the above cited Nagel’s 
result with k = g. By (10.3.12) Lemmas 3.5, and 3.4, (A,) holds with 01= i. 
Since 
we have 
thus (Al) holds. Moreover p = G + o(l), hence there is a positive number 
6=6(r,F)suchthat,forr>[2P(g)G]+l,asx-+oo, 
(6) (The special case of (5) with G = g, cf. [ 1, p. 289, 
Theorem 10.71.) Let g be a natural number >l, a,, bj (i= 1, . . . . g) be 
integers satisfying nF= i aibi n, Gf.,sGg (utb, - u,b,) #O. Let p(p) denote 
the number of solutions of nF=, (a,n + bi) ~0 mod p, and suppose that 
p(p)<p for allp as well as that p(p)<p--1 ifptb,...b,. Then, for rB 
[2/?(g) g] + 1, there is a positive number 6 such that, as x -+ co, 
P:P<x, fi (u;p+bi)=P, 
II 
2 6.x lnpg-’ x(ln ln x)‘+ [*~(g)gl, 
i= I 
where 6 depends only on r, g, the ai’s and bi’s. 
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